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THE TRUE EUROPEAN FACTS 
FROM UNBIASED SOURCES 

HIS Soulcraf t Headquarters has 
its own expedients for securing 
information on what actual con
ditions are abroad. Some of these 
consist of private correspondence 
from Soulcrafters living overseas. 
Many of them come from com

parisons of reports by unbiased economic research bureaus 
that keep representatives stationed permanently on the 
Continent. Of any mystical sources 
for such information, they belong 
in a. category with which this ar
ticle has little to do. But oddly 
enough, they all boil down to the 
same estimate and advices. 

Europe is a paradise of Ameri
can carpet-baggers, living under 
conditions far more f avorable eco
nomically than anything maintain
ing among American taxpayers 
w_ho have brought about such para
dise, and ,d;ith no more fear of 
war by Russia existent among Eu
ropean statesmen than as if the 
Soviet slave-drivers were twenty
seven kittens under a New Eng
land stove! 

businessmen: "What a tragic thing it is to win a war! 
You get ruinously taxed for winning, to rebuild the plants 
and cities of the lucky guys who lost!" 

ANOTHER report has it: "Over here in Europe, the 
younger generation should be the envy of the world. 

It hasn't the slightest conception of the debts and bur
dens that two great wars and the post-military burden of 
supporting the "defeated" have imposed on our younger 

One particularly reliable and 
capable survey resu~ts in this com
ment coming back • to American 
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generation." Here's another: "Ev
ery year there seem to be more 
and more Washington carpet-bag
gers, federally compensated, com
ing over here and bringing their 
wives and families-for which re
moval, of course, our government 
at home pays-settling down as 
for life and allegedly "working" 
in the countless alphabetical agen
cies to effect a European recovery 
that not only has happened but 
gone far beyond the wildest ex
pectations of 1945. They will 
fight with a frenzy against return
ing to America and having to do 
really productive work. In con
sequence of their sinecures they 
have all turned 'internationalists' 
and it's from this breed that the 
propaganda against isolationism 
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Rows back to United States. Isolation
ism would turn them out of jobs. As 
for the home country going broke be
cause of its throwing its people's money 
all over the world, they take the atti
tude that such is the home folk's hard 
luck. There is not one whit of sentiment 
for internationalism over here among the 
rank and file of the European peoples. 
In fact, they snicker at the Americans 
for going in for it, being utterly cynical 
and sophisticate about human nature as 
it is realistically." 

ANOTHER report reaching the Soul-
craft Headquarters' desks, discloses 

a second dramatic factor that incurs lit
tle mention in our press here at home. 
That's the altered behavior of the Gulf 
Stream of late. 

"Spring in Europe is beautiful this 
year," one especially keen New York 
economist writes back. "The winter has 
been especially mild, with little grain be
ing winter-killed-excepting in southern 
Russia where crops have been ruinously 
bad due to their senseless fetish of col
lective farming. However, the Russians 
will never learn, or rather, they can't 
change their system without losing their 
economic individuality. But in this mat
ter of the weather, one of the most sig
nificant developments is the fast altera
tion northward of the globe's warm belt. 
Few nationals seem to grasp that the 
temperature of northern areas in recent 
years has risen on an average of 40 de
grees Fahrenheit. This is a basic change 
affecting crops, trade, mining and poli
tics. Do you realize that even at home 
in Manhattan the average heat was 2.3 
degrees above normal the past year? Ac
tually, the southern districts of the world 
are drying up, and areas that formerly 
1-ustained themselves on heavy yields of 
fish are encountering a ruinous depres
sion. On the contrary, the northern area~ 
around Iceland for example are now 
turning up big drives of tropical fish. 
Even in the North Sea there appear these 
tropical fish in quantities. All of which 
is bound to affect the living and clothing 
habits of millions in Britain, Denmark 
and Sweden." 

We know that the ice cap about the 
southern pole is increasing to alarming 
figure;.s and some engineers are favor
able to using atom bombs to destroy it 
and keep the globe from going out of 
ba1ance. But the northern climes, where 
the greatest aggregation of humanity ex-
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ists, is turning decidedly m r f ri ndly 
to man. If the ~retie i cap disint -
grates completely-as it must h, v d n 
once before in geologic history to b
tain the tropical plant life dis I s d by 
northern coal deposits-th n Russia's 
tremendous areas will indeed become for
midable. But that's a long way ahe d 
yet. 

It's the economic situation in Europe 
as of the present that calls for vehement 
attention. 

THE FACTS al( coincide that the con-
tinental "rich" have made a great 

killing out of America's sappy yielding 
to tales of disaster and impoverishment 
without sensible and unbiased investiga
tion. But these "n w wealthy"-on mon
ey garnered principally from hooking in
to the fabulous ¥arshall Plan-are by 
no means putting their loot into banks 
of the defeated coµntries to restore their 
commerce. And t~ere's almost no incli
nation to invest it! in new plants or in
dustries, for the Europeans don't go in 
~or. over-p oduction

1 
that brings about pcr-

10d1c gluts, stalemates and depressions. 
The clipping of tqe Marshall funds has 
resulted in great investments in raw gold, 
diamonds, or stocks of companies in un
der-develooed coun ,ries like Africa. Switz
erland is ~ great repository of safe-keep
ing for this craftily acquired money 
shoveled abroad ~y a complacent and 
gullible American ongress. 

But everywhere ,commodity pricC'.s are 
declining. t 

In both France and England the trend 
is to restore the values of currencies so as 
to bring about thisteconomic reformation. 
The reports on Britain's future begin to 
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lcction of the Churchill 
11, cv. tiv g vcrnment was really one 

w rst things that could happen, 
to pr m t th f rtunes of the Socialist 
lab rit s. hur hill at once clamped down 
a pro~ram of austerity. The British 
masses had thought th y were going to 
get a bett r deal by r introducing con
servatism. Instead th y got ,it worse, so 
it leaves the Conservatives holding the 
bag and being blamed for conditions 
which the Atlee Crowcf effected. Pre
dictions seem to agree that the Churchill 
Government will eventually fall, the la
borites return to power and a great new 
demand begin on America for more A
merican tax money to sustain the British 
labor paradise . . 

As for imminence of war with Russia, 
or because of Russia, that is another thing 
that all observers say the Europeans are 
suickering at. They know the truth a
bout Russia, that she is on her last legs 
economically, and may crash at anv time. 
There is no such support of NA TO as 
tl e American politicians proclaim, be
cause no European s~es any need of it. 
In fact, the Fascist movement against 
local Reds in the various countries is 
growing by leaps and bounds. In Rome 
recently 50,000 neo-Fascists paraded a
gainst the trouble-making Communists 
and racial minorities. 

America, say the reports, has simply 
been "sold a bill of goods" in this Mili
tary Prepardness scare, with Russia as 
the bugaboo, in order that great indus
tries may make millions in war goods 
and the American economy be sustained 
at home. But no military commander 
dares speak the real truth, or the vast 
hoards of job-holding carpet-baggers 
would arise in their terror at the prospect 
of having to work honestly again, and 
force his recall-or wreck his reputation. 

One report contains this fraught line: 
"It is because Eisenhower is the ob

vious agent of these industrialists that 
they are now shoveling out millions in a 
political campaign to make him Chief 
Executive and keep the farce going." 

Take note, incidentally, that in almost 
no report from the continent is there any 
mention of continuing Russian progress 
in the manufacture of atom bombs. 
Whole weeks go by without the slightest 
mention of any incident relative to any 
Pasco or Oak Ridge developments in 
Russia, or improvement of the vast hydro
electric resourecs necessary to make the 

(Continued on Page 15) 



America Headed 
for .. 

HARBORSOF 
SPLENDORS 

HE INSTINCTIVE re
action by Americans to 
all these ironic circum
stances developing· in Eu
rope and elsewhere-not 
to overlook industrial tur

moils at home-is to convince them that 
the end of civilized society is either close, 
or economic debacle impends that means 
the enforced tax-slavery of their progeny 
for generations. The big thing they ei
ther miss or ignore is the fact that pre
cisely such Psychology of Despair is what 
the predatory element seeks to cultivate 
in order to effect its power control uni
versally. 

That what we may be proceeding 
through at present is the educating col
lapse of utterly false . and erroneous 
ethics so that fundamentals of a true and 
enduring prosperity may be laid-and 
something substantial built that is to en
dure for the coming thousand years-is 
something they don't suspect and cer
tainly the power-bloc press is not telling 
them. 

It seems to be God Almighty's way of 
making the mass human race amenable 
to reason and real progress to let it per
sist in erroneous methods to temporary 
disaster, so that it's ready to listen to 
sense. 

THERE would seem to be many ex
plosions on the make quite as. shat

tering as any new types of atom or hy
drogen bombs. 

Probably the greatest is due to be the 
complete expose of Russia as a Class-A 
military menace, as the Kaiser's Germany 
or Hitler's Nazidom were a menace in 
1914 or 1939. No matter if Maio Sei 
Tung does spill his Red bandit forces to-

Present World Turmoil Is 

Period Introducing Era of 

Cure and Resurgence . . 

ward India, sooner or later the utter ex
haustion and failure of the so-called Rus
sian Experiment is due to be witnessed by 
western millions with a great gasp of 
shock. "What were we scared by, and 
why?" will be the ultimate demand on 
John Q. Public's lip. 

Then will come the equally dramatic 
corollary, "What became of the billions 
we poured out to save the world, and in
to whose hands have they finally fallen?" 

By the very nature of things, such per
turbing inquiries promise to be as uni
versa I as the demands in 1930 as to what 
o;: who had caused the Crash with its 
ensuing depression. 

What's clairvoyantly seen as happen
ing this time, is the introduction of a 
great, constructive, profiting and ennobl
ing espousal of the principle of Coopera
tion in our national .economic and indus
trial affairs-with an utterly realistic re
pudiation of the pro-Soviet United Na-

tions and a rebirth of American ingenu
ity and initiative that is due to astonish 
a planet. 

MAN'S AFFFAIRS on this earth, in 
his normal pursuits of life, divide 

into the three departments of the spirit
ual-mistakenly called the Religious-the 
Economic, and the Political. Evidently, 
in the face of what's being reported from 
abroad, it's the Economic Department 
that's due to begin the real program of 
renovation and reconstruction for the 
Spiritual and the Political. 

Too many assume that it's the opposite 
order, that either the Spiritual or the Po
litical has to serve its directives on the 
Economic. But life isn't pointing that 
way. 

\Vhen everything goes to T ophet eco
nom'ically-even financially-then men 
begin to give attention to the eternal ver
ities. And when they begin to sort them 
out and act upon them, the Political 
sooner or later has to follow suit and per
form its functions or there is Big Trou
ble. 

What God Almighty is doing only too 
plainly in this hectic period is saying in 
effect to the human race-
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Grace Goodale Pelley 
1862-1943 

near, 
In these years with my locks grey with time, 

As I stalk mid this press of a sacred success 
And sing in its flame and its rhyme. 

Is it you whom I lost on the Highway of Cost 
As my man-trysts with Kismet I fight? 

You are here in eve• s glow, my footsteps to know, 
To welcome me home for the night! 

How long were the years when my fate shaped your fears 
And brought your warm lamp to the door, 

To give me your best without thought to your rest 
And even the odds of bleak score. 

Did you put in mad life such a balm for its knife, 
Then fade with Eternity's dead? 

I doubt it somehow . . You would wait even now 
To tuck me up warm in my bed! 

Yes, I'll keep Mother's Day. It's the least I can pay 
For the love-mark you left on my soul; 

You are more than a thought, in these years sorrow

bought, 
As I scale, ever nearer, Hope's goal. 

So a Fond Yearn a year, and a kiss a;nd a tear, 
For the one who unlocked with the light! 

You still wait, I know, as in times Long Ago, 
To see tha.t I'm in for the Night! 

o4111H~~~I .... ..-O-•~f.._,.t~fl~f~t .... t~t~I._.,..... 

"You think your mortal way of con
ducting your affairs is superior to My 
fiats? Well, I'm not going to waste time 
arguing with you about it. Take as much 
time· as you please and work it out. When 
all your childish iudgments have dem
onstrated their basic errors, then perhaps 
you'll grow up spiritually and do things 
My way. Both of us have all the time 
there is, in which to prove whose way is 
proper." 

So humanity right now thinks the un
iverse is headed for Averness in an am• 

bulance because the evidence of its wrong
ness is beginning to crop up on every 
hand. Wealth is being dissipated-or 
passing into the hands of predatory 
scoundrels, certain they can beat the mor
al law. People are acquiring the weekly 
pa.y envelops enabling them to buy food. 
by making guns in values of money run
ning to the billions. The guns are in
tended to kill human beings wholesale 
and thus reduce the earth's populace, 
leaving more for survivors. 

The wonderful one-horse shay of a 
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bogu internationalism is either coming 
armn a th rivets, or making the rich 
rich r and the poor poorer. Either ob
jective, th result is the same. The ad
vancin(T en rati n t>ven right here in 
America is f a.cing the paying- ff of :m 
$869 billion dollar public and private 
bnrdrn of debt. H en ugh were siphoned 
off the nation's annu [ arning capacity, 
to begin paying it off honestly and in
dustriously, yet at a rate that the econo
my wasn't disrupted, 700 solar 11ears 
r.J1ould be requi,.ed to make the pa,•mmts 
by annual millions. Does anyone dclnd.e 
himself that this presAnt squanderbust di
rectorship of political America is going 
to buckle down seriously and pay off th!s 
stupendous sum? Backtrack it cannot, 
wit out bringing in calamity and oust
ing itself. 

As a matter 1"lf fact, the whole ·world 
is 011 a one-way street in this matter of 
economic bedlam. 

But why be afra•d of it? 
People one-fifth as intellectual as we 

a pire to see the human race become, wel
come this spinning of the whole mad 
miasma into the economic ravine. 

When a nation I its bottom, there c:in 
be no other direction in which to go but 
up. 

As we go up this time, wholly new 
concepts of Spirituality, Economics, and 
Civics will be espoused. And they wiU 
be based upon recognitions at last of 
what humankind cannot do without pay
ing a price for it in blood, tears, and 
prostration. 

WE ARE going into Psychically ar-
rived at tenets for spiritual stand

ards and worshipings. We are going into 
full-time Cooperation among all groups 
and classes as premise for our Economic 
Performin~,s. And we are going into 
higher and finer concepts of Ethics for 
our Political operatings. 

No one knowing his esoteric funda
mentals is upset in the slightest over this 
current stramash of confusion and hood
winking in the affairs of world and na
tion..· All of it has to happen to demon• 
strate to mass society that any incentive 
based on the predatory has to be a
bandoned and discarded to the end of 
time. 

There is a slogan in the United States 
l\1arine Corps that greets the fledgling 
recruit-

"If you don't know, you get killed." 

(Continued on Pa~e 11) 



HEN the depression gets 
~l~'f""'~!!P""JI too heavy, and· the cares 

of mundane life too dis
tracting, get back your 
perspective by going out 
doors and looking up at 

the stars. All of the precious metals in 
the earth, over which men are squabbling 
so foolishly, are but a minute fraction 
of what is exhibiting in gaseous form 
high in the reaches of interstellar space. 

You go out under the midnight sky 
now, and you see pin points of luminosity 
studded all over the heavens. How much 
do you know about them? Rest your tired 
head from depression for a few minutes 
by considering them. 

Do you know there are stars so dense 
that a mere cubic inch of their material 
would weigh a ton? On the other hand, 
there are stars so flimsy that their densi
ty is only one millionth that of water. 

There are stars composed of stuffs so 
tenuous that a bulk necessary to fill the 
entire orbit of the earth about the sun 
would not weigh three pounds. 

Facts that You 
Should Know 
about-the 
Heavens • • 

We see other wonders, all reduced to 
sparkling points by distance: stars a few 
thousand miles across, stars several hun
dred times as large as our sun, stars no 
brighter than a flickering match, stars 
of a temperature exceeding that of our 
hottest carbon arcs. All of it tends to 
stagger the imagination. 

Yet perhaps we could accept these 
strange facts, and the somewhat stranger 
explanations to which we must resort to 
account for them, if there were any end 
to them. But with modern astronomical 
tools, new facts stranger than any that 
have gone before are constantly present
ing themselves. 

A recent dispatch from Toronto, quot
ing J. S. Plaskett, F. R .S., director of 
the Dominion Astronomical Observatory, 
Victoria, is a fair example of what is 
meant. 

"THE DIAMETER of the Milky 
Way is now estimated at 50,000 

light-years," Dr. Plaskett told his audi
ence of scientists and literary men, gath-

ered at Toronto for an annual meeting 
of the Royal Society of Canada, accord
ing to the Canadian Press. 

"The light-year,'' Dr. Plaskett ex• 
plained "is the astronomer's yardstick, 
the distance that light, moving at 186,-
000 miles a second, would travel in a 
year, six million million miles." 

This would correspond to the train 
journey at sixty miles an holll" for four
teen million years. The traveler bold 
enouP,h to venture across the universe 
would require 700 billion years to span 
the diameter of the Milky Way. 

Stars on the edge of this system do not 
need traffic regulations. Many are 5 mil
lion miles apart, said Dr. Plaskett, and 
a gap of 1 million miles separates the 
sun from the nearest star, this showing 
the infinitesimal chance of collision. 

That the galaxy of the Milky Way is 
a great disk of stars and star clouds, 
some 200,000 light-years in diameter but 
only 10,000 in thickness, was asserted in 
1918 by Harlow Shapley, now director 
of the Harvard Observatory, the dis
patch states. The sun is not at the cen• 
ter of this gigantic system, said Dr. Plas
kett, but only the center of an insignifi
cant star cloud, known to inhabitants of 
the earth as the "local cluster." Recently 
scientists have developed a theory that 
the whole galactic system is rotating in 
its own plane, like a spinning disk, the 
center of rotation being about where the 
Milky Way clouds are thickest. 

It is difficult to prove that the whole 
galactic system is in motion, remarked 
Dr. Plaskett, for if it turned as a whole 
there would be nothing to compare it 
with and no movement could be detected. 
But it has been, discovered by the ob
servatory at Victoria that the most dis
tant stars move more slowly than those 
near the center of the system, just as the 
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outer planets of the solar system move 
more slowly than the inner planets. 

"The motions of these stars," he as
serted, agree so exactly with those that 
would be given by a rotation of the gal
axy that there can be no reasonable 
doubt of its presence." 

THIS rotation, Dr. Plaskett added, 
caused the sun and neighboring stars 

to move about the distant center of the 
galaxy at a speed of nearly 200 miles a 
second, or 2,000 times faster than the 
350 miles an hour, record in the Schnei
der Cup races-the fastest man has ever 
been able to move over the surface of 
the earth. 

"So vast is the galaxy," he continued, 
"that it will take the sun some 250,000,-
000 years to make one revolution; in the 
whole space of geological time on the 
earth we have traveled around the center 
only five or six times. 

" 'Our conviction of the reality of this 
rotation,' he concluded, 'is much increased 
when we learn that the direction to, and 
the dista1,_ce from, the center of the gal
axy which can be calculated from the mo
tions of the stars observed at Victoria, 
are almost exactly the same as those earli
er obtained from the distance of the 
stars, and the dimensions of the galaxy. 
The galaxy then is a wonderful example 
of the reign of law in the physical world, 
of the beneficent rule of a supreme 
power.'" 

"Stars from 250 to tens of thousands 
of times brighter than the sun, visible in 
worlds a million light-years and more 
away, furnish the keys to unlock many 
of the mysteries of astronomy," says 
Jenka Mohr, Harvard College Observa
tory. "Such extremely brilliant stars are 
called super-giants. They are found, 
though rather uncommonly in our Milky 
Way, in the clusters of stars, and even 
in far-off galaxies, such as the great An
dromeda nebula. They differ in many 
characteristics from the normal stars, and 
the differences make them at once pe
culiarly important and peculiarly difficult 
objects for astronomical study. 

"Because they are so bright, super
giant stars are the only kind that are dis
tinctly visible, as separate stars, in the 
distant-though not the most distant
galaxies. Thus a study of them, of their 
conditions of temperature and color, and 
of the kinds of chemicals of which they 
are composed, is one way of finding out 
what universes are made of. From them 
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we may glean knowledge of the ages, the 
development, the history, the evolution 
of stars and of worlds composed of mil
lions or even billions, of stars. 

"It muse be remembered thac although 
we can determine the chemical composi
tion of stars and can find out what their 
temperatures are and how dense they 
are, we know these things only about 
the outermost surfaces-the skin of the 
stars. What lies at the center can be on
ly deduced, theoretically, from what we 
can find out about their surface condi
tions. 

"Perhaps at the centers the stars, 
whose atmospheres we find to be rarer 
than the rarest vacuum made in any 
physics laboratory, are denser than the 
heaviest known terrestrial matter. Though 
we speak of their temperatures in terms 
of tens of thousands of degrees the cent
ers of super-giant stars may be incom
parably hotter. 

"Dr. C. H. Payne's book, Stars of 
High Luminosity, is a study of the char
acteristics of these super-giant stars. A
mong other things the chemical composi
tion of these stars is studied, and Dr. 
Payne discusses the lines in the spectra 
which indicate the presence of hydrogen, 
helium, calcium, gold, iron and stronti
um. The strength of these lines is found 
to differ from the corresponding lines in 
normal stars because of differences in 
temperature and in pressure in the stars. 

"The relative number of atoms of 
various substances has been attainable. 
For instance, the relative amount of cal
cium in the atmospheres of super-giant 
and of normal stars, Dr. Payne finds, is 
about two to one, but if we compare the 
super-giants with the sun it is more near
ly ten to one. 

' 'HYDROGEN, also, is found in an 
enormously large amount in su

per-giant stars, compared with normal 
ones, eve.n though in normal stars, such 
as the sun, as muc~ as 96 per cent of the 
atmosphere may b~ made up of hydro
gen. 

"One extremely significant and inter
esting fact about super-giant stars is that 
to this class belot).g practically all the 

I 
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variable stars. The variable stars range 
in type from the intense blue of Class 
B stars to the red of Class M or N. The 
length of time it takes them to complete 
one cycle of light fluctuation is any
where from a few hours to hundreds of 
days, or even to years. Despite the wide 
scale of their changes, however, they are 
all alike in being extremely massive, of 
low density and of exceptional high en
ergy output per unit mass, for such is 
the nature of all super-giants. 

"The habit af variation of some stars 
which makes them appear now bright, 
now scarcely visible to the telescopic eye 
of the camera, is perhaps the most im
portant single item in our knowledge of 
the stars. By analyzing with the spectro
scope the super-giant variable stars we 
can learn much of the progress through 
life of stars, of their present role in the 
universes to which they belong and of 
their varied interconnections. We can 
learn of their temperatures, of their mas
siveness and of their density. We can 
learn what their intrinsic brightness is 
and how they travel through space. All 
of these problems bear not only on the 
life history of individual stars, but also 
on that of the stellar systems-the clus
ters, the clouds of stars, the galaxies and 
super-galaxies in which they belong. In 
much the same way does one study the 
physiology and psychology and the eco, 
nomics of many individuals to find out 
the history of their nation. 

"Super-giantism is not conducive to 
either especially long or especially short 
life. The place of super-giants in the 
evolutionary scale of stars is an enticing, 
though as yet unsolved problem. There 
is, Dr. Payne points out, no obvious 
reason 'for expecting massive or lumin
ous stars to be especially unstable.' Su
per-giants exist, for instance, in globular 
clusters, along side normal stars and un
der conditions which point to a similari
ty in age and development." 

Truly, in things astronomical, we 
learn only to become bewildered. It re
quires an Einsteinian imagination to 
comprehend even the simplest fact about 
our universe- its immensity. 

And yet man, by the nature of the in
tellect he possesses, can encompass the 
whole of it, and recognize its signifi
cance in well-nigh an instant's inspection. 
After all, numbers mean little. There 
are more nerve pathways in the human 
eye than there visible stars in all the 
skies, no matter how clear the night! 
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Strange 
Experiences .. 

Manifestations of the Departed 
•1)~,-,-.-~·.....-i-1•~~~-a-~-a---s~1-a_o_a.....~-~-a-~~ 

ANNALS of the 
French Society of Psy
chical Science were heav
ily drawn upon by Ca-

H'llf"'l:ll►...:'I mille Flammarion in writ
-~.-..iw...~ i11g his celebrated book, 
Death and Its Mystery. In the section 
called "Manifestations of the Dying" is 
case after case of phenomena where peo
ple unacquainted with psychical science 
seem to have had the literal voices of 
expiring friends reach them over dis
tances running to hundreds of miles. It 
seems to be more than telepathy. Some
how the noise itself is transmitted and 
has often been heard by more than one 
person at what might be called the "re
ceiving" end. 

Here is an account contributed to the 
French Society by a Dr. de Vesme, a se
date and reliable medical man, wherein 
such a voice was heard not once but 
six times. Dr. de Vesme described the 
episode thus-

IN FEBRUARY of 1904, a young man 
of my acquaintance whom I will call 

Monsieur Bonn, became engaged to 
Mademoiselle Demorre. These two young 
people loved one another deeply, but 
family difficulties soon jeopardized their 
plans, and assumed such importance that 
the marriage-which was to have taken 
place in May-was instead broken off 
on the fourth of that month. 

Heartbroken, the two young people 
parted and began to travel, that their 
sorrow might be lessened. But Mademoi
selle thought daily and hourly of her 
lover, whom she still entertained hopes 
of marrying when family differences 
might cease to exist. 

In September a letter reached her from 
the young man, which was fated to be 
the last she was to get from him. Then 
in December of the following year word 
reached her that he had married, and 
with hope of her first romance gone, she 

acceded to the pursuit of another suitor, 
herself married, and went to live upon an 
estate in the environs of Bordeaux. 

However, young Bonn, although he 
had married first, could not forget the 
first girl he had loved. He did not, how
ever, try to correspond with her afresh. 

March of 1907 came, and the young 
woman found herself alone on the Bor
deaux estate, her husband being absent 
on a business trip . . . 

ON THE NIGHT of the 17th
m rk the date!-she· had retired as 

usual and fallen asleep, when at two in 
the morning she was abruptly awakened. 
Sh~ had heard her name called, three 
times, in an audible voice that was seem
ingly close to her. It appeared that her 
given name had been spoken appealingly 
from behind a door which opened at the 
head of her bed, giving on a hallway. 

Believing it was her husband's and that 
he had returned unexpectedly, she arose 
and opened the door but was greatly 
astonished to perceive the hallway empty. 
Asking herself who could have called 
her thus, especially in a man's voice, she 
went into an adjoining room and aroused 
her maid. But the maid had been sleep
ing soundly at that hour of morning, and 
heard nothing. The maid arose, however, 
and in their night clothing the two wom
en went over that whole section of the 
house without finding any third person. 

Telling herself finally she might have 
heard the odd salutations in mental il
lusion. the young mistrejss returned to 
bed and started to doze off, when a voice 
filled with anguish called her name a sec
ond time, twice! 

Greatly agitated now, the young ma
tron leaped from her bed and rushed to 
her maid. "This time it's impossible for 
you not to have heard!" she cried. "Some
one called out twice, 'Jeanne! Jeanne!'" 

The maid protested that she had be
come too drowsy again to have heard 

anything but she arose as before and 
aided in another search of the premises. 

Again no result. 

THERE was no more sleep for the 
mistress that night, as might easily 

be understood. Half an hour went past. 
Suddenly came the third and final call

ing of her name for that night. It sound
ed in a tone still more anguished than 
the two preceding and she spent the re
mainder of the night completely awake 
and in extreme agitation. 

Morning came and there had been no 
more phenomena. 

Four days went past. On the fifth day 
a relative arrived from Noyon, where 
the former fiance had resided. 

The relative reported that the heart
broken young man had passed away on 
the night of March 17th of virulent tu
berculosis. And his end had been par
ticularly tragic. 

He had died the victim of the most 
violent dyspnoea, and in the course of 
his death agony, between two and two
thirty in the morning, had six times 
called aloud the name of his former fi
ancee, heard by all oersons in the death 
chamber, including the girl whom he had 
married platonically at the wishes of his 
family, but who was no less heartbroken 
herself on that account. 

Obviously these literal cries of his, had 
somehow transferred the long distance 
between Noyon and Bordeaux and been 
heard by the one woman who had for
merly loved him. It was even reported 
that in the first instance he had cried 
out the name 'Jeanne!' three times, and 
several minutes later the same name 
twice. Then finally once. Yet identified 
in the Bordeaux bed chamber, they had 
seemed to sound from different places, 
first in the outside hallway. 

THE THOUGHT arrests us, mayn't 
there be more cases of this sort of 

(Continued on Page 15) 
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r:;,~~z-,;:~~.,T GIVES one a creepy 
feeling to sit at Head
quarters and be privileged 
to peruse a great digest 

~.·.:..~•"=,~·• of psychical transcripts 
-~~--...iw...- coming in not only from 
all over America, but all over the world. 
This creepy feeling doesn't arise from 
the supernatural origin of such transcripts 
but at the frequent synonymity of their 
contents. And this • is particularly true 
of the Flying Saucer phenomena. 

The ingenious explanation has come 
from an entirely reliable group in south
ern California, that has lately been re
cording some remarkable sittings, that 
the so-called Flying Saucers are. the tan
gible expedients being taken by hyper
dimensional etheric beings for sterilizing 
our American higher atmosphere from 
great swarms of radio-active particles 
and disease germs that might otherwise 
inflict a mass destruction on western 
world Christians. Universally all flyers 
who have chanced to come within appre
ciable distance of these visitors have re
ported weird magnetic influences affect
ing their own aircraft. Moreover, re
cruits in the various national flying 
schools are being briefed by their officers 
to keep sharp lookout for anything ap
proximating these saucers and bring back 
all data possible in respect to them-that 
positively they are not any secret guided 
missile developments of the American mil
itary, and that they are by no means sus
pected of being developments in the mil
itary resources of Russia. 

That may be termed "interesting inso
far as it goes", but of a recent week ar-
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rived a transcript alleged to have been 
recorded on or about the same time as 
the Southern California recordings, from 
London, England, in which precisely the 
same explanation was given to the Brit
ish group by the London control. 

One thing seems certain, these Saucers 
-if they be etheric-indicate nothing 
but friendliness for the earth's populace. 
Never, in a single instance, has there been 
the slightest indication of ill-will or hos
tility manifested. True, planes reported 
as approaching uncomfortably near them 
have seemingly met with disaster. But 
there have been no survivors to contra
dict the theory that what actually hap
pened to such inquisitive planes was 
drawing too near a field of stupendous 
and unknown cosmic force, that per
chance treated them as it might similarly 
have treated bacteria. 

VALOR is still suspending judgment on 
the enigma until it obtains direct state
ments and explanations from the Soul
craft Mentors, who up to the present 
writing have made not the slightest sug
gestion as to their origin or nature. Har
riet, the Recorder's excarnate daughter, 
has each time laughingly refused to com
mit herself when queried, showing some
thing of embarrassment, it should be 
noted, as though laboring under some 
higher admonition not to disclose what 
might be her knowledge. 

It is only human nature to suspect that 
t'beings from a higher planet" should 
mean the earth's populace no good if 
they actually succeeded in reaching this 
planet. Orson Welles well-nigh panicked 
a dozen States with his radio hoax of 
Martians landing in the Newark mea
dows a few years ago. But humankind 
makes the blunder of forgetting that be
ings advanced enough to create inter
stellar transportation must necessarily be 
as spiritually advahced as they were me
chanistically advanced, and the higher 
that life of any kind is progressed, the 
more Christ-like would be its tempera
mental attainments. 

The flood of pseudo-scientific bilge that 
overflows the so-called scientific story 
magazines uniformly makes this over
sight. All sorts of beings .are depicted as 
reaching earth, always carrying out plans 
to annihilate our race. 

Suppose we don't cry before we're hurt 
in these Flying Saucer phenomena. 

All psychical steers on them to date 
have it that they're within the aura of our 
planet to do us good. 
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Paradox 
l"Fllr'P'll..,...rri"",HE SUPREME Court has 

validated the various ra
cial Anti-Hate Laws of 
the several States who 
have passed them. Any 
American can now be 

hailed into court and punished by the law 
for speaking in a manner so critical of 
any racial minority that it causes mem
bers of such minority distress or t•unhap
piness". Even the mildest of criticism, 
for entirely bona fide motives, may now 
cause some racial udistress or unhappi
ness" and be amenable to prosecution. 

The first Amendment to the Constitu
tion says-

"Congress shall make no law respect
ing an establishment of religion, or pro
hibiting the free exercise thereof; or a
bridging freedom of speech or of the 
press; or the right of the people peace
ably to assemble and to petition the gov
ernment for redress of grievances." 

The Supreme Court has adjudicated 
that freedom of the press is not freedom 
of the press, that what it expressly states 
in the Constitution is not expressed in the 
Constitution, that black is white and that 
a man ten feet high is six feet high and 
you can be jailed for using a tape meas
ure to settle the resultant argument. 

Well, this decision-like the various 
sedition decisions-condemns the Su
preme Court in more positive fashion 
than any lower court ever condemned a 
culprit for anti-Constitutional activity. 

Let's view it with equanimity and 
know that the Supreme Court has simply 
climbed aboard the social juggernaut. 

By the testimony of Celler of the 
House Judiciary Committee, it handles 
and reviews little more than 3 percent of 
cases brought before it. 

As it refuses to interpret the Constitu
tion by the Constitution, and only han
dles an infinitesimal fraction of the cases 
appealed to it, wherein is its further use
fulness? 

As for racial minorities about which no 
opinion is lawful, okay. That's plugging 
the safety-valve on human feelings and 
human expression with a hammer. 

Nitwits have been known to do it, but 
pieces of nitwits have also been gathered 
up counties distant, "and the fragments 
filled twelve baskets". 

Anyhow, along with many other mat
ters, it demonstrates what the Supreme 
Court of the future is not to be. 
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But meanwhile if the Highest Court 
can't think straightly and plainly on mat
ters pertaining to the Constitution, how 
does the nation expect the mere layman 
citizen to do so? 

Another paradox in the process of ·cor
rection. 

Presidents 
~HE CHOICE of VAwR's 

i 
for the f'orthcoming U-

m _, nited States presidency is 

I
. General Doughlas Mac

Arthur, although the Re
corder is inhibited from 

engaging aggressively in the election of 
any candidate. But if any lesser man gets 
in, that's his own hard luck. General 
Eisenhower is uttering some noble state
ments-and platitudes-at this writing 
in May, but if he should be elected and 
not live up to them, on his head be his 
own punishment. 

VALOR has taken,, and continues to 
take, the position that it doesn't much 
matter which candidate-or for that mat
ter, which political party-succeeds to 
the Executive chair this November. Na
tional and international matters must 
work to inexorable conclusions. 

All the tub-thumping that is being 
done about the superlative qualities of 
Eisenhower, and the wild huzzaing that 
the great publications of America are 
making for him, disclose the character 
of the forces behind his candidacy. Check 
off a list of the groups and personalities 
who are for him, and it's plain enough 
what interests he represents. 

Okay, let's do so. 
The United States Presidency in this 

critical election-not like any other elec
tion that has ever been held excepting 
perhaps Lincoln's-can be likened to a 
bear that the successful candidate must 
catch by the tail. 

Who is going to help him let J{O? 

Try to take the hysterias of the elec
tion as serenely as any other development 
in the world scene that is hurtling to
ward its great sacred climax. 

One's faith grows cleaner and more 
adamant in the Great Personality watch
ing over all the nations as these jugger
naut forces roll toward fruition. 

Actually, the circumstance of clinching 
the Presidency might be the one personal 
calamity that General Ike has encoun
tered thus far in his career. 

It demands a man of MacArthur"s 
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The Whole Soulcraft Wisdom in One Book 

"Behold Life!" 
NCE every fifty years a book comes along so sweeping 

and dynamic and revolutionary that you never forget 
having read it. Your whole angle on life is altered by 
the thesis propounded in its pages. You look at the 
world differently thereafter. 

. BEHOLD LIFE-the entire digest of the Soulcraft 
philosophy- is such a book. It took two years to write_ and is now in ita 
second large printing. There are 331 pages of fact and mysticism so ir
refutable that you'll understand why EVERYONE who goes in for Soul
craft is automatically helped spiritually. 

A Description of the Whole Purpose 
of Mortal Experience, Written in the 
Style of Valor' s Weekly C agitations! 

BEHOLD LIFE gives you the whole working pattern of life-from the 
lowest brute forms, up past man, into orders and octaves of what man 

will one day become. You can call 1ourself an educated person after read
ing and absorbing this startling work! You will find the exposition of the 
entire SouLCRAFT doctrine-told in language that a grammar-school pupil 
can understand-reconciling Theology and Evolution, and explaining a hun
:lred enigmas in Holy Writ and Science, that have hitherto been annoying 
headaches to you. The world, with all its mystifying and freakish animal 
orders suddenly makes sense to you. A book. for children as well ,;is adults! 

0-11-04atl-■-~ - _r_o_1;1_a_a_1_1_ n-a-11- ■ -n-•-•-•-o-n_a_, 

Price, Leatherette, Copy $4 
3'.-o_ll_ll_U494._U_D~-D-D-D-~-II-U-. 

SOULCRAFT PRESS, INC. 
Noblesville, Indiana 
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''ROAD 
INTO 

SUNRISE'' 

A Happy Novel 
for Sophisticated 
People._. 

Why not read a novel that in
spires and instructs as well as 
entertains you? People today are 
looking for a ''lift" in their 
reading matter) and this mighty 
story supplies it. 

It portrays the possible effects 
of /if ted memory of previous 
lives, while likewise taking its 
leading woman character through 
the portals of so-called Death. 

It costs $6 a copyJ for 658 
pages, but you'll discover it the 
biggest $6 worth you ever bought 
between covers. 

Sou/craft Press 
Noblesville, Indiana 

en L 
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Souleralter Describes Her 
Big Spiritual llluanination 

~ ~ CAME home last night 
from choir being very 

'1 sick. My heart was heavy. 
The thoughts of the 
women were so very cru-

111.a.i~ ....... _.. el. They were filled with 
fear, envy, _jealousy, and hate for me. 
Nothing was said, but I felt and knew 
that once more I was paying the price 
of being a woman, with a beautiful ex
pression for music and love for human
ity. Once more, heaps of coals poured 
on my head because I stood on one step 
higher than they. We pay a great price 
when we love humanity anct see good in 
everything therein. After hours of hurt 
from their vibration I slept suffering, and 
I thank God I could join my true sisters 
over the line and be understood there. 
They know and understand me, and love 
me. 

I joined them and they took me into 
their arms and I rested from everything 
that is carnal and earthly-

This was my dream. I stood on the 
shore of a beautiful great lake, sur
rounded by sisters and brothers dressed 
from head to foot in pure white. Their 
hands were outstretched to me. I ran 
stumbling to them, 'they all reached down 
and lifted me up on my feet, and one, a 
man't. vibration, stood apart, beckoned 
me to him, and we started walking or 
floating for a short distance from the 
others. We continued on, and in looking 
back to where the others stood I could 
no longer discern the figures but there 
was a great light that extended for a 
great distance from the place where they 
stood-a very bright, dazzling, blinding 
pure light. My guide explained that this 
light was from the auras or love for the 
people in the world that I had just come 
from, and had been so hurt by, that it 
was no accident that in order to do the 
great work I had entered the Earth Ex
perience to do, I had to be hurt, that it 

spil'ituality and integrity to survive it. 
Five years from today we may say that 

we could have wished General Ike no 
worse luck than achieving his November 
objective. 

And further deponent sayeth not. 

was a war of carnal mind trying to gain 
supremacy over the spiritual, that we be
ing teachers of love must suffer while in 
the carnal expression, because that was 
what the fight was about. We being teach
ers of love, naturally were hated in turn, 
this hatred (ignorance) being our foe, 
that the enemy, hatred, using every meth
od it knew (and there are many expres
sions of hate on the earth) realized its 
only chance of attack was while the di
vine bein,.g was manHesting ~ts expres
sion on earth. The spirit ( providing we 
continued to love our earthly people even 
after they had hurt and stoned us mental
ly if you will) underwent this test, not 
for what we could stand but for how 
we could in turn love them, and say even 
in our greatest agony, out of pity for 
them, "Forgive them, Father, for they 
know not what they do." Forgive them, 
Father, for they, even divine beings, have 
forgotten what they came here to learn. 

Then my teacher and guide told me 
that almost everything here on earth has 
an opposite interpretation from what 
most people know, or believe. The earth 
and all its works were nearly reverse from 
their true meaning, like looking into a 
mirror ( only reflection) , everything in re
verse, a school of faith. The more we 
are hurt and wounded (providing we 
don't give up our true divinity to the 
enemy, Hate) and in turn love our ene
my even in our greatest agony, then in
deed we become strong and filled with 
a power that is so great, our carnal minds 
cannot possibly conceive it. The more 
we are persecuted on earth the more love 
we receive over here (Spjrit). Life is a 
blind expression until the spark of divin
ity, that every human form possesses, 
grasps the knowledge that the only thing 
that matters on earth is the Soul or 
Spirit and God, through Jesus Christ. 
What possible pain can we, the mortal, 
have that can compare with the pity and 
compassion Jesus had, when he was walk
ing through the streets, carrying the cross 
that you and I had dropped? What do 
you think happens when one of you teach
ers can remember Him long enough to 
pick up someone else's cross and walk? 
Is there any pain great enough on earth 
that can take that glory from you? How 
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do you think He feels? Do you think 
for one second He isn't with you, weep
ing, blending His tears with yours? What 
greater glory do you want than this? 
Don't deny yourself the blessing that is 
truly yours. When you share in His pity 
and su:ff ering, you are indeed blessed! 
The greater the hate on earth, the greater 
your reward here from theirs. Which 
would you have your house builded on, 
shifting sand or the solid rock of Jesus 
Christ? 

Go back to your earth, my child, carry 
on and improve your capacity for love, 
pity, and compassion, and the blessings 
of your band go with you. Welcome pain 
when it comes, meet it with pure thoughts 
of forgiveness, love, joy, that only few 
have. What yours is, is indeed a great 
work. It is a work that needs all the 
courage, strength and spiritual stamina 
you can possibly muster at times, and re
member at no time will anything be asked 
of you, that you through prayer and the 
help of our great Teacher, cannot do. 

You went down there asking nothing, 
and you have received it all. 

Open your heart completely to the hu
manity that you went back there to help. 
Would you blame a child for not de
scribing the beauty, color and texture of 
a rose, if he had been born blind and 
could only depend on his sense of touch, 
when you had asked him to use his sense 
of sight that he had never possessed? 

That, my child, is what you came here 
to do. Make them more conscious of a 
sense they have forgotten they had. Teach 
them through your eyes a sense that they 
are blind in. Rest assured you are not 
alone in your mercy teaching, we are with 
you always. God bless you now (I will 
go) , peace be unto you! 

Now you know that your work is lo'Ve 
and more lo'Ve. Don't fear it; use the 
sense that was given you to see, your 
only fear shall, will, should be, that you 
might not be persectued or hurt by your 
f ellowmen, that only the persecuted are 
in His vibration. "Many are called but 
few are chosen" You are a wheel within 
a wheel, of which your motive power is 
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God-love. That the unseen things of 
God are seen on earth, but very few un
derstand or have the key which is uni
versal love, the only law we need to know. 
God bless you. 

Your Controls 

Harbors of Splendor 
(Continued from Page 4) 

It applies to this current avalanche of 
so-called Civilization toward the preci
pice of prostration. Those who know are 
coming through unscathed. Those who 
don't know, assuming they don't get 
killed individually, are going to come 
through it saner, wiser, and cannier. 

God is permitting it to happen to bring 
about exactly that. 

Wherever communication is established 
with Vaster Intellects in higher reaches 
of Time and Space by means of rapidly 
developing Extra-Sensory Perception, the 
counsel is uniformly the same in import. 

The Golden Scripts-particularly the 
the last two or three Speakings-are lush 
with it. 

Surely it takes 'Va/or to see through, 
but wise people have the stamina that 
comes from wisdom. 

Stop fretting about it. 
Watch it happen and note its climax. 

RIGHT now a ort of animal panic is 
seizing on humanity, that the per

fection of the atom bomb, particularly 
the hydrogen bomb, may start a chain 
reaction to all the hydrogen in our at
mosphere and literally "burn up the 
earth" . . There are religionists not 
lacking who add to this terror by pro
claiming that such is the true meaning 
of ''the Abomination of Desolation". 

The esoterically wise-meaning the 
esoterically valiant-know something of 
the Christ assurance that has come down 
already to mortal minds, that no such 
cataclysm will be p nnitted to happen. 
He has declared with dramatic emphasis 
that lest Science run away with civiliza
tion and approach complete destruction 
itself, "I prohibit abomination of manu
facture", meaning that man strikes an 
impasse in his inventings beyond which 
he cannot seem to go. Read over again 
the 18th and 36th chapters of the Gold
en Scripts. 

Let's graduate from being palsied at 
the masked faces of infantile persons at 
the world's Halloween windows. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I Why I Believe 

I THE DEAD I ARE ALIVE! 

'

NO MATTER what your 'Views 
may be on the After-Life, hold 

OI them in abeyance until you ha'Ve 
read this challenging 'Volume narra
ting most of the supernatural ex-

0 periences undergone by the Record-

I er of the SouLCRAFT ScRIPTs, prac
tically all of them attested by wit

io nesses, then deny or refute continu-

1 
ity of existence if you can . . 

Here are three hundred pages of 
,.. rr true 1:host stories" that carry a 
""'I stupendous significance. If they 

had happened to you, would you 
ha'Ve reacted to them any different-

... , ... Ly than the Author, taking him into 
his role of the present? 

Read this book as forerunner to 

I
p all the remaining SouLCRAFFT lit

erature. Only clothbound copies 
. left now . . . 

IP $3.00 the Copy ... ,~ 
9'(~-,~-c~•~.,_..)~141 

~ ... 

I SOULCRAFT PRESS, INC. WI 

NOBLESVILLE, INDIANA 

~<>·•-•04111-•<>•••<>•••<>•o 
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T SEEMS incredible to 
the present generation 
that there ever was a 
time, especially within 
memory of elderly peo

-~----..- p.le, when the big ques
tion involved in buying an automobile 
was the elemental inquiry, Would It 
Run? .. We didn't call them automo
biles, of course. When they first "ap
peared" they were "horseless carriages." 
Many were merely buggies with the 
shafts removed, an engine of a sort 
geared to back wheels, and mechanical 
rods connected to front wheels to effect 
a steering. It had been known as a prin
ciple of mechanics for generations that 
the bigger the traveling wheel, tht' less 
power was required either to pull or pro
pel the vehicle. So gigantic sprockets 
were at first attached to the inside of 
rear wheels, and these geared to smaller 
drive-gears protruding on each side of 
the main engine crank-shaft. Thus the 
driver's seat was always atop the engine, 
and every explosion in the cylinders 
causing a turn-over of the :flywheel, was 
felt all the distance up the human spine. 
What to do with the generous space in 
front was a problem, and one eastern 
firm-as previously mentioned in these 
papers-solved it by making it into a 
seat for the children. Papa at the steer
ing-rod with mama beside him, guided 
the contraption by looking over the off
spring's heads. This, unfortunately, was 
a way of providing for two children on
ly, if one had more, one had to tie them 
onto the sides or license-plate. Also the 
children got it first if papa happened to 
steer into a wall or tree. Mama univers
ally disapproved of the children getting 
it first, so the rumble seat in front was 
abandoned in all the better class motor
cars. A square space, entered by a cou
ple of suspended steps in the center of 
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COGITATIONS 
the rear, took the family overflow, not 
to mention Aunt Carolyn and Uncle Os
car if they came visiting, or such im
provident neighbors as "wanted a ride" 
in the cool of the evening. This boxed
off space with cushioned seats around its 
corners was known as the "tonneau"
a French word, one would gather, having 
something in common with tonnage. Of 
course, an aperture opening upon rear 
roadway in the center of this rear riding 
space did not contribute to mama's peace 
of mind, either, because it was very like
ly that if she packed this tonneau with 
offspring and they all went "motoring" 
she was very likely to count her progeny 
when the transportation was over and 
discover it didn't tally with what it had 
been when the family had started out. 
That usually meant requiring to go back 
over the route and recover what progeny 
had been deducted . . The biggest for
ward step in evolution of the horseless 
carriage happened when some mechani
cal genius bethought to place the motor 
in front and propel the contraption by 
a lengthwise "drive-shaft" . . 

o-o 
THESE early horseless carriages nev-

er purred along the highways, how
ever, they chugged. You could count the 
explosions as they occurred-when they 
did occur. Likely as not they did not 
occur, and then papa had to "get out 
and get under." They even wrote a pop
ular song of that title, "Get Out and 
Get Under." Papa, counting no chugs 
going on beneath his domestic menage, 
by reason of which the menage was not 
moving, commandeered everyone to help 
him push the expensive complication to 
the side of the road, where he removed 
his elaborate "duster" and cap with gog
gles, and wiggled beneath the formid
able mechanism to see what was wrong 
with it by staring upward. Once in twen
ty-five times he would see what had 
"come loose" and fix it with a hairpin 
borrowed from his frau, but the average 
was not much more. While he was thus 
inert, staring up into mechanical vitals 
that were refusing to vitalize, the town's 
citizens passed, being toted in good old-

fashioned buggies so unpopular with 
later New Dealers, and offered the gra
tuitous advice, "Get a horse!" But having 
once been' bitten by the "automobile" 
bug, he did not get a horse. He usually 
got dirt in his eye and more on his nice 
clean clothes and searched the motorcar 
market for a brand that would "run". 
Functioning str.adily and infallibly was 
this paramount requisite in those pri
mordial days of motoring. Which calls 
to mind the odde~t and most cosmic 
tragedy that I ever was called upon to 
attend as a newspaper reporter. It hap
pened back in Springfield, Masschusetts, 
just after the City Council had "reck
lessly squandered" the taxpayers' money 
in an "insane bust" to motorize the city's 
Fire and Police Departments. Those 
were the days when the citizens arose and 
did something about taxes when they 
were too high. I was working on a morn
ing newspaper in the cold but snowless 
winter of 1911, and after 1 a. m. the rep
ortorial staff took turns standing· Dog 
Watch. This canine term was used to de
scribe the role of the man chosen to re
main after all the other reporters had 
gotten in their news stories and gone 
home, who stayed in the City Room till 
the mail editions actually were coming 
from whirring presses. Whereat, if holo
causts, earthquakes, homicides, or beserk 
politicians cut up shindies between 1 a. m. 
and 2: 15 a. m. he would be on hand to 
respond to the City Editor's polite re
quest that he attend upon such event 
and put the account of it in language for 
subsequent breakfast-table readers. On 
one particular January night, the filling 
of the Dog Watch fell to me and I 
drowsed without incident until 2: 10. I 
was sleepily getting my coats when the 
phone-bell blared. Denning, the City Ed
itor, listened a moment and then electri
fied. "Something's happened," he barked, 
"over at 44 Bridge Street. That ·was 
Keough from Police Headquarters. I'll 
hold the closing of the Mail Edition till 
I hear from you. Move very fast, cover 
the distance, discover the cause of Mr. 
Keough's excitement, and transmit the 
knowledge to me with maximum dis-
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patch:' Of course he shortened such di
rrctivc co11sidcrably but that was the na
ture of his speech. I moved very fast. 

o-o 

NOW 44 Bridge Street should be but 
one block southward from the news

paper plant, and I cut through an inter
vening alley in the somnolent chill of 
winter's early morning. It was a neigh
borhood of tall business structures, all 
dark and silent excepting for Number 
44. That was a story-and-a-half frame 
house of dilapidated design in a pocket
hand ·erchief plat of expensive real '!S· 

tate surrounded by brick buildings, by 
reason of an estate being in prolonged 
litigation. And from the interior of this 
dimlv-lighted structure was coming a fu. 
~ill:ide of banshee howls and tumults that 
defied con iecture as to origin. What on 
earth was happening inside? So quickly 
had I moved in the wake of Keough's 
police call, that I was first observer on 
the scene, but break in I dared not. As I 
stood irresolute, my hair standing verti
cally at the noises increasing in volume, 
I heard the wail of the motorized Police 
Wagon coming into that wholesale dis
trict from the south. At length this van 
rnuoded the corner of Bridqe and Water 
SrrrPts after the accelerated chugging of 
it~ sin~le engine had bounced the reserve~ 
;i 11 ,wer t!,e interior for six blocks to _get 
there. And as it overshot the address by 
rPason of the brakes not working proper. 
Iv. Scrn-eant Burke dropped out of the 
rear-or o~rhaos he was lost out-and 
not on lv joined me at the sidewalk gate 
but went past me. A picket fence 
spanned from building to building on 
either h;md. and after a short space of 
walk. the entrance to the house was 
gained by steooing across a short veran
da in the southcast corner. Burke had no 
hesitancy about going in •vithout knock
ing or ringing the do rbell 

o-o 

No OTHER nrwsm n WPrc on the 
-~ceM .a:nd I f !lowed Burke's ex

ploration bv rP-ason of b i1112; dos enough 
to bite a chnnk from his right !bow. Of 
course onf'c didn't bit a polic man at any 
timf'. in the elbow or ::invwher lse, and 
particularly I didn't bit Burkr because 
those were the days wl,rn th L:i.w and 
t were on excellent t rmi:. A small sauare 
l,"tlwav mcsf'..nted its If with :.i closed 
door to the right. From hrhind this door 
the turmoil was bo'lin _. reams, groans, 
curses, and hvsterical mnlrdictions were 
~:i.t~clysrric b~hirid i , R11rkr. kick d it 
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FIVE· DELUXE VOLUMES 
are now available, done in beautiful Burgundy bindings to 
last through the years-each volume balding 13 Scripts in the 
order as compiled and published . . PRICE $5 per Volume 

A Complete Library of Scripts 
means th:n you will have acquired a finished compendium 
of all pha:: s and aspects of the Ageless Wisdom, expound
ing prac i nlly every enigma and quandary in human af
fairs. Th r will be 12 volumes of these Scripts, holding 
156 dis ur cs in all, covering eventually all the esoteric 
matter f rmcrly issued in the Liberation Pink Scripts in
corporated into the Soulcraft series with additional and 
timely comment. 

$25 for the Five 

SOULCRAFT CHAPELS 
N oblesville, Indiana 

open. But at once hi arm shot out and 
he barred me from ntering. We weren't 
looking into a room, we were looking in
to a pit. It was lightrd by two kerosene 
lamps 011 wall-shclv at east and west. 
But yawning befor us was the depth 
of a cellar-hole. And down in that cellar
hole more than thirty human beings, 
male and female, :i.ll citizens of color, 
were completely iumbl d up in one grand 
pot-pourri, to~ether with a ,;ook-~tove, a 

• ' 

pair of wash-tubs, sundry chairs, and 
most of all, a ten-foot dining-table that 
a quarter-hour previously had been gen
erously loaded with ice cream and pas
tries. What had happened? At once I 
was to report back to Denning that the 
Negro family occupying the premises, en
tirely respectable people, had been throw
ing a birthday party for the eldest daugh
ter and the guests had stayed late. After 
an aJl-evenin~ jamboree in the front liv, 
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Here are the printed verisions 
of the MAGIC CASEMENT 
series of Electronic Discourses 
available to you in one book! 

~~~......a-~ •. ~ 

WE HA VE ready for shipment same day ord~red, one thou-
sand new volumes containing most of the prophetic mate

rial that Soulcrafters have been hearing this past wfter and spring 
in the electronic discourses. The printed discourses are not com
plete as Soulcrafters heard them on the broadcasts, but the Ameri
ca we are going to have tomorrow after this Communist head
ache is laid, is described. 

a - a- :1 - D - tl4lllx.l - o-~ - ~ - o - a- o.-.c1wu•-•o-.c.-..~,-..,,~,..... 

A Clairvoyant Picture of Changes 
Coming at Home and Abroad 

-~~-O...C•~~-~~,-. ....... 1-•~~ 

THIS MOST recent printing from Soulcraft Press mns to 385 
pages, done on India-tinted paper in the usual burgundy 

covers distinguishing all deluxe volumes in the Soulcraft library. 
If you didn't hear the MAGIC CASEMENTS series of broadcasts, 
here is your opportunity to get the meat of them. These thousand 
copies won't last long, so get your order on record at once. 

A Beautiful Volume: $5 
Soulcrttft Press, Inc., Nobles-ville, Ind. 
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ing room, they had moved at two o'
clock out into the spacious old kitchen. 
They had fortunately-and miraculously 
-placed the lamps high on opposite wall
shelves while they essayed the great table 
of refreshments. And the combined 
weight of the thirty persons on that floor 
had caused its ancient cellar-rafters to 
give away in one grand collapse. The en
tire floor had dropped into the cellar as 
though cut around its walls with a knife. 
Fortunately too, the fire had long since 
gone out in the kitchen range and it was 
warm but not hot, else fire would have 
complicated the situation. But even the 
cellar stairs had been crusheJ in that 
wholesale floor-drop, and it befell the 
police reserves to hoist the bedaubed and 
injured out of that pit, each and sever
ally, and get the latter to Mercy Hospital 
without halting to play rummy en route. 

0--0 

NOW WAS the one time in the whole 
history of the Emergency Squad 

when the much-criticized motorized am
bulance was required to work to perf ec
tion. But did it work? It certainly did 
not. Victims with the worst broken bones 
and lacerations were loaded in tenderly 
and the driver directed to "get going." 
He moved in front and tried to crank 
his engine by hand. But the engine was 
not having any. Copper after copper 
took his turn trying to spin the ambu
lance engine and get 'er started. Coppers 
didn't get out and get under because 
they were already out. But they did get 
under. Thankfully, no layman was about 
at that zero hour of morning to offer 
suggestions about procuring a dobbin. 
He would have been thrown in with the 
other injured had he done so. Coppers 
cranked till they were blue in the face 
and then talked to God about the state 
of locomotion till their guardian coun
tenances were green shading off to ce
rise. Meanwhile humble victims of the 
freak mishap, died in the vehicle by rea
son of the horseless carriages refusing to 
travel without a horse. It was an awful 
night. And yet it did have humorous as
pects, because many of the young males 
about that table, when the floor dropped, 
had landed on the cellar bottom in re
verse, most of their heads and shoulders 
in frosted cakes and creamy _jellies. They 
did not stop to clean themselves whilst 
assisting in the rescue . . 

0-0 

IT WAS one night in my life when I 
had a newspaper beat, such as it was, 
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all to my private lonesome. Perk, the 
paper's photographer, was on the .iob 
with his graflex and' powder-explosives, 
to get pictures of the catastrophe long 
before the delayed paper went to press. 
But it set the program of motorization 
of the city's vehicular equipment back 
nearly a decade, when the citizens heard. 
. . Yes, the big problem with the initial 
horseless carriage was, Would It Run? 
Today's sophomore bangs into the fam
ily bus, guns the motor and is away in a 
cloud of dust, noise, and shrill traffic 
whistles. He couldn't have been delin
quent back in 1911. Something having 
to do with tbe ignition, or maybe it was 
the engine, wouldn't have permitted it .. 
Ah, the Good Old Days! 

-THE RECORDER 

European Facts 
(Continued from Page 2) 

atom bomb at all. The famous '"German 
scientists", who were supposed to have 
been captured by Russia and put to work, 
seem to have been mainly liquidated ex
cepting one or two broken old men, whose 
;i.ctual location nobody knows. But the 
deaths of the rest have been established. 

No, THERE is only a fairly complete 
recovery to report from Europe, ex

cepting in the matter of restoration of 
currency values of the various countries. 
Reports of vast plagues sweeping China, 
are trickling in, due to malnutrition, lack 
of sanitation, and unburied human bod
ies in the wake of the Korean conflict. 

The culmination of an utterly falla
cious and non-workabl economic system 
only awaits the final prostration of the 
American taxpayer. 

Strange Experiences 
(Contin11cd fr m Pdf!,e 7) 

thing than comm nly r p rt d, b cause 
voices or noises oming at :iny oth r time 
than the dead f ni ht mi h1n'r attract 
impellant inter st. , rt. inly th cases 
of clocks stoppin~ or b II ming to 
ring at the instant f . listant demise 
are common enough, I 11t . 11am callee! 
clistinctly six tim ' ' I h r hrm loud-
Iv enough to awri n in, n from the 
first slumber of th not to be 
treated indiffer ntly. 

0!'1e thin~ w d n tr 111 practically 
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,,sT AR GUESTS'' 
A Book for you to 

read as early as 
possible in your 
Soulcraft study! 

PEOPLE who want to get the en
tire Soulcraf t Doctrine should 

read the books in the following or
der: Why I Relieve the Dead Are 
Ali,,e, Behold Ufe, and Star Guests. 

There are sev ral other Soulcraft 
volumes treatin of special subjects, 
such as Thinkinp, Alive, Earth Comes 
and Threshold f Tomorrow, but 
the first thre ll(lmed give the whole 
plan of life in pr rcssive revelation, 

If you're int r sted in Christian 
Mysticism thes I Qoks will prove a 
rare treat to y 11. Along with the 
Golden Script.r, which have just 
been reprinted in nn 844-page edi
tion, the Soul r ( books offer the 
greatest wea Ith f soteric informa
tion found in Amrrica today. 

Here is everything contained in 
the Ageless Wisdom of the mystics 
plus the latest findings of modern 
psychical research. The whole cos• 
mic scheme of Creation is expound
ed in these pages, including the in
famous Sodomic Era and "Fall of 
the Angels" resulting in the real sin 
of Adam-strangely tied up with 
the Missing Link of the Darwinian 
Evolutionists. 

Anyone reading and absorbing 
these books possesses a unique edu
cation. Particularly does he under• 
stand the spiritual history of the 
human race. Out-of-print copies 
of the Soulcraft books have sold 
for as high as $40 the volume. And 
their printing has always been corn• 
mensurate with their contents. 

The l11 r Edition is now exhausted on this fundamental 
Soulcrn ft work. but 200 copies are still av:tilable in Cloth 
for $3 r, I , prepaid. The whole Soulcraft background is 
contained in this esoteric treatment of human origins . . . 
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all such cases, that d1 re must be, and 
usually is, or has be n, ome sort of close 
emotional affinity- r , t least polarity
between the senders , nd receivers of such 
communications. S w are impressed 
with the suggesti n, t h. t if expiring per
sons can thus transmit vidences of their 
distress to certain in ividuals at a dis
tance, exceeding or . t least violating all 
known laws of phy i some sort of ex
pansion of consciom1m 8S or projection of 
c;:on~c;:iou~f!eS~ on thr pilrt of the dying 

person is apparent. And why need this 
expansion or projection be necessarily a 
feature of physical enhousement, since 
the bodily life is autornatically at low 
ebb or about to cease alto~ether? 

Thus a continued and assiduous dem
onstration of such polarity, unaccompa
nied by any sense of mental distress in 
either party, could be identified as the 
well-known and credited Clairaudience .. 

Still, we are puzili::d by the literal 
~ounds: 



Every Saturday 

THE FAMILY had been burned out 
of house and home. Sympathetic 

neighbors decided something should be 
done, if only for the sake of the chil
dren. They scoured the neighborhood 
for a tenement, then they began collect
ing furniture. Odd pieces were contrib
uted. The house was gradually furnished. 
Then came the necessity for providing 
clothes for the children. It went on and 
on. One day one of the compassionate 
townsmen met the father on the street. 

"I have a perfectly good overcoat for 
you," he announced. "I'll bring it over 
after supper tonight." 

"Don't bother," the father returned. 
"I'm only taking money now." 

MRS. SMITH was so piqued at her 
indolent husband that she could 

scarcely talk coherently. 
"Take Mrs. Williams, now. She has 

a wonderful husband." 
"Yeah?" returned Smith. "What's 

wonderful about him?" 
"The things he does about the house." 
"What does he do about the house?" 
"He helps her do all the work. Mon-

day he washed the dishes with her. Tues
day he dusted with her. And tomorrow 
he's going to mop the floor with her." 

51x political job-holders were carrying 
the body of a man who had been 

killed into the undertaking establishment. 
The undertaker was annoyed. "Why 
didn't you bring this man's body in at 
three o'clock?" he demanded. "You 
promised by phone to do that, and it's 
now after six." 

"Sorry," said the spokesman. "But we 
had to wait till the five o'clock whistle 
blew to find out which one of us was 
dead." 

JOHNNIE was gazing at his one-day
old brother, lying in his cot, squeal

ing his small lungs out. 
"Mommy," he inquired, "did he come 

from heaven?" 
"That's what we're supposed to be

lieve, dear." 
"Huh, no wonder they made him get 

9ut." 

You Ought to Hear 
the Recorder's Talk 
on humanity's 

Right to Eat 
In the current electronic broad
cast. The first discussion of the 
fundamental issues of the Chris
tian Commonwealth began with 
the broadcast made for playing 
throughout the nation the week 
of April 20th. They will con
tinue for the next 20 week.a! 
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START A CHAPEL! 
Get information about a wire or tape Recorder, from 
Soulcraft Headquarters. The reels are sent you on a basis 
of your donating to the work what you consider them to 
be worth, for the spiritual good they have done you. 
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THE MINISTER cried from the pul
pit, "I have a distinct feeling, my 

good people, that the devil is present at 
this meeting tonight." 

"Amen!" cried an old brother from a 
corner. "Then you got him cornered at 
last." 

"But the question is, sir, what shall we 
do with him?" 

"Lock all the doors and give him 
where he comes from." 

THE PATIENT awoke the morning 
after the operation and discovered 

the blinds down. Fie demanded to know 
the reason. 

"Well," the doctor said tactfully, 
"there's a fire burning across the street. 
I didn't want you to wake up and con
clude the operation had been a faihi.re," 

THE NEW "find" was about to be 
starred in a picture. In one scene 

the girl was supposed to jump off a high 
cliff into water. The girl surveyed the 
jumping point and the landing place. 

"I won't make that jump," she pro
tested to the director. "There's only two 
feet of water at the bottom of that cliff." 

"What's wrong about that?" the direc
tor demanded. "Think we want you to 
drown?" 

A MAN bought a parrot at an auc
tion after the bidding had run 

high. 
"Can this bird talk intelligently," he 

asked the auctioneer after paying the 
outrageous bill. 

"You ought to know," the auctioneer 
answered. "He's the one who was bidding 
against you." 


